
A Company Dedicated to the  Protection of Lives & Lifestyle



NEOS Protect Ltd offer a range of mild or stainless products such as doorsets, windows and 
glazed screens to afford protection from the threat of Forced Entry, Fire, Ballistic or Blast 
threat.

The core business however remains the provision of Secured by Design Accredited 
Mild Steel Communal Entrances to STS202 BR2 level of Burglary Resistance, designed 
specifically for multi-occupancy buildings on Mixed Tenure / Social Housing New Build and 
Regeneration Schemes, Sheltered Accommodation or Education Facilities. These doorsets 
have been Independently Tested to recommended Standards and available in a range of 
aesthetically pleasing styles – notably SBD ST202 BR2 Certified Fully Glazed Communal 
Entrance Doors, which is exceptional within the Marketplace.

The knowledge and skill levels at NEOS Protect also allows an organic growth into other 
sectors to provide higher levels of physical security and the recent enquiries received from 
as far afield as USA, Middle East and Italy clearly indicate that the demand for our expertise 
is both tangible and available to us and our intention will be to develop these opportunities 
as they arise.

The Management and Supervisory team at NEOS Protect Ltd have been involved in 
numerous High Security Projects in UK and Overseas and examples of these are shown on 
the Product Range pages for further reference and consideration.

About NEOS Protect

Apart from gaining Secured by Design Accreditation, NEOS Protect Ltd are also Certisecure 
Accredited to STS202, Constructionline Registered, plus CHAS demonstrating our 
commitment to safety and sustainability and providing our valued customers with 
reassurance that our product matches performance claims.

Accreditation



Communal Entrances
NEOS Protect Ltd specialise in the design, manufacture and installation of secure mild steel / 
stainless steel fabricated doorsets to suit Client’s project specific requirements.

The NEOS Range of 
Communal Entrances are in 
full accordance to Secured 
by Design New / Refurbished 
Homes 2013 Design Guide 
using Electromagnetic 
locking:- Compliance to 
STS202 BR2 Standard of 
Burglary Resistance.

As Communal Entrances to 
multi occupancy dwellings 
are the first visual sign of the 
community spirit within, plus 
indicate the character of the 
building and surrounding 
area, it is a very important 
feature to be considered 
by Architects and Specifiers 
alike.

It is critical therefore that not only aesthetically pleasing Entrances are considered but they 
should also be robust to withstand the high expected usage, probable misuse (unintentional 
or otherwise), eliminate potential vandalism opportunities, and still maintain a clean 
appearance during its lifetime – degradation of this focal area can lead to break down of the 
general feeling originally intended.

The NEOS Range of Steel Communal Entrance Doors and Screens are manufactured to 
ensure a greatly extended lifespan over many similar products on the market, and coupled 
with minimal on-going maintenance costs to the end client over this expected duration of 
minimum 15- 20 years – this helps make the NEOS Door a significantly attractive and popular 
choice.



NEOS Protect-ER range of doors and windows are designed for use on sustainable building 
projects in accordance with BREEAM 2008.

Environmental - NEOS Protector-ER

• The NEOS Protect-ER range 
are a unique design of thermally 
insulated profiles
• All steel construction means 
no environmentally polluting, 
ecologically-unsound synthetic 
insulating materials
• 100% recyclable steel
• Thermally insulating according to 
EN10077.2:UF >1.9W (sq K)
• No noxious emissions are 
produced during welding or 
grinding

• Secure to prEN 14351-1 standard 
thereby fulfilling requirements of 
CE marking
• Light and stromg
• Single chamber design 
comparable with conventional 
insulated profile series
• Can facilitate extremely narrow 
profile cross sections for aesthetic 
appearances
• Environmental friendly



Fire Resistant - NEOS Protect-IF
NEOS Protect-IF Steel Doors and Screens are designed for Insulated Fire and Non Insulated 
Fire Resistance Protection. Steel is the ideal material to construct fire resistant systems as it 
has a far higher melting point – 1500ºC whilst aluminium is 650ºC. This makes it possible for 
steel fenestration systems to be fire rated to 120 minutes integrity and insulation and up to 
180 minutes integrity only.

The fire systems used by NEOS have been tested in UK and Europe and conform 
to EN1627 and BS 476 Part 22.

Integrity Only Doors and Screens 
prevent flames and smoke 
spreading. They are invaluable 
for protecting buildings from fire 
damage

Performance Categories are 
E30, E60, E90, E120 & E180 or 
otherwise known as 30:0, 60:0, 
90:0, 120:0 and 180:0.

Fire Insulation means that the 
radiated heat through the frame 
and glass does not exceed 1400C 
on the fire side of the frame. This 
prevents combustible materials 
from catching fire on the non 
fire side and causing fire spread 
or dangerous heat transfer to 
fire escape routes etc . This 
can significantly save lives and 
property.

Performance Categories are 
EI30, EI60, Ei90, EI120 * EI180 or 
otherwise known as 30:30, 60:60, 
90:90, 120:120 or 180:180



NEOS Protect-IR Door Range are designed to protect against Intruder Resistance  and are 
ideal for Personnel Entry to Commercial Properties / Fire Exit Doorsets for rear of buildings 
or remote locations.

The Standard Solid IR Door construction is also ideally suited for Bin Storage Rooms to High 
Rise Flats where damage often ensues during the removal of large communal rubbish bins. 
However the Enhanced IR models can afford protection against high ballistic or blast threat.

Forced Entry - NEOS Protector-IR

• The NEOS Protect-IR Doorsets are 
designed to combat unauthorized entry.
• Designed to meet SBD Standards for 
use within Commercial Properties as 
Controlled Personnel Entry or Fire Exit 
Escape
• Most combinations of locking 
arrangements can be incorporated – key 
entry, panic escape, access control
• All components are high durable 
quality for longevity of use
• Reliable and low on-going 
maintenance costs

• Fully welded doorleaf and frame 
construction incorporating steel plates 
both sides.
• Continuous stainless steel hinge 
for outward opening mode to deter 
tampering
• Insulated for thermal, acoustic and fire 
resistance properties
• Fully draught and weathersealed
• Tested models to European Standards 
prEN14351-1
• High security models available – 
please discuss

NEOS Protect Ltd offer a free Survey and Design service.



Specialist
For Specialist Projects involving protection from ballistic or blast threat conditions NEOS 
Protect Ltd can call upon the experiences gained in projects on behalf of various HMG 
Agencies and Overseas Governments. This includes ballistic protection to foreign Embassies 
in UK and VIP Accommodations

Illustration of high security control room including Bullet Resistant Observation Windows, 
Access Controlled Interlocking Doors with Vision Panels. Walls, doors,  windows and 
connections all manufactured to the same ballistic level to form an entire secure “shell”.  

Security of buildings and personnel is not based upon one single solution but a combination 
of “layered” protection that together form an overall comprehensive system of prevention, 
detection and reaction coupled with the ultimate line of physical protection.

NEOS Protect Ltd are happy to offer assistance and advice to Designers at the early stage to 
ensure proposals meet project demands and ensure total client satisfaction

Note:- For fullness of information, there are no products available on the marketplace 
described such as  “bullet proof doors” or “blast proof doors ”.

These products are designed to be bullet / blast ”resistant” to perceived threat levels of 
attack based upon the likely weapon of choice. The relevant CEN/NIJ/UL/DIN Test Standards 
criteria involve measurable specific calibre of weapon, number of discharges and set 
distances. Similarly BSEN16933 for blast protection indicates set charge size and stand-
off distances. However real life situations may be at variance to the test models and it 
should be considered that the level of protection includes a “safety factor” to be built in. 
This should also cover stand-off distances being increased, tighter controls on access and 
screening measures plus of course evacuation procedures in event of insurgencies etc.



NEOS Protect Ltd
Unit J
Felling Business Centre
Green Lane
Gateshead
Tynete & Wear
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Tel: 0191 438 0226
Fax: 0191 438 0181
Email: sales@neosprotect.com
Web: www.neosprotect.com


